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AWCBC by the Numbers

The Association of Workers’ Compensation Boards of Canada 
has provided this country with a comprehensive national network 
since 1919.

Linking all 12 provincial and territorial boards and commissions, 
the AWCBC is responsible for amassing cross-Canada statistics for 
work-related injury and compensation, covering approximately 
84% of the Canadian workforce.

AWCBC’s Key Statistical Measures comprise 6 categories and 17 
subsections, detailing facts from Claims and Injury Frequency to 
Benefit Liabilities and Administration Costs. Data on Lost Time 
Claims and Fatalities from our National Work Injury Statistics 
Program is broken into 10 separate categories across 18 major 
industries. These facts are available through our website, awcbc.
org, which also acts as a 1-stop informational source for reference 
materials and resources connected to Workers’ Compensation 
and Occupational Health & Safety. 

A non-profit organization, the AWCBC helps broaden 
understanding of legislation, issues and trends. We facilitate 
industry-related events, from seminars to symposiums. And we 
assist our 1,000s of associates in sharing their intelligence and 
expertise throughout Canada and the rest of the world. 
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Accountable to Your Needs

Whether you require a quick statistical comparison to other provinces and 
territories or a specific customized report, assistance with an event or committee 
meeting, or simply a forum for group discussion, the AWCBC is here to help you.

Key Statistical Measures
Our KSM reports, divided into six main categories, detail annual workers’ 
compensation across Canada. They feature common definitions for financial 
and statistical indicators that allow easy correlation over all jurisdictions. 
KSMs and Indicator Ratios are available in chart and table format on the 
AWCBC website.

National Work Injury Statistics Program
Our NWISP reports collect accepted Lost Time Claims, 
Disease and Fatality statistics across 18 major industrial 
groups, and sort them into 10 categories. Summary 
NWISP tables are publicly available, free of charge, 
through the AWCBC’s website www.awcbc.org. For a 
fee, non-members can order special statistical requests 
for additional cross-tabulated data. The annual National 
Work Injury, Disease and Fatality Statistics (NWISP) 
Publication, delivered electronically in PDF form, may be 
ordered through the site as well.

Information Request Service
Our centralized online service allows jurisdictions 
to canvass each other on any business matter in any 
discipline. The results are then housed in a national 
depository for future reference by all members.

National Committee Support
Our national office provides formal and informal 
organizational assistance to AWCBC’s national committees,  
coordinating meetings both actual and online.
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Learn more about the Association of 
Workers’ Compensation Boards of Canada, 
check out upcoming industry-relevant 
events, and discover our full menu of 
member services.

 website www.awcbc.org

 local 416-581-8875

 toll free 1-855-282-9222 

 fax 416-581-1635

 email contact@awcbc.org

 address Suite 1007
  40 University Avenue
  Toronto, ON 
  Canada  M5J 1T1
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